LOUNGE
Corner module

Design by Frank Ligthart | Item code: 029007 | Weight 18 kg /40 lbs | Volume 0,81 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,90 m /4.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: LOUNGE by Frank Ligthart raises simplicity to an art form. The collection´s rectilinear modules come
together in an endless variety of seating arrangements, enabling you to create the perfect solution for an any outdoor
environment. A unique bracketing system keeps the modules in place, while thick cushions ensure maximum comfort
from this minimalist design.
Characteristics: Artfully simple, minimalist, timeless, modular, versatile, practical
Corner module: With corner back cushions, this module can be used to make L- or U-shaped sofa configurations.
With a one -sided back cushion, it be used as a sofa´s left or right end.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Options: Back cushion is also available as one -sided back cushion. Also available in plush cushion, which offers a
more cozy experience with softer lines.
Fiber standard

Additional items

Special features

Cushions
Item code plush seat cushion + plush
corner back cushion:
95029207 + fabric code

018
java

066
bleach

„Connector” piece for
secure connection of
individual sections included

Cover

56029007000

The furniture is fitted with
sliding mechanisms for height
adjustment.

Item code plush seat cushion +
one sided back cushion:
95029217 + fabric code

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Seat cushion
B 75
T 75
H 12 cm
W 43¾“ D 29½“ H 4¾“
Corner back cushion
B 150
T 34
H 23 cm
W 59“
D 13½“ H 9¼“

